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Shark In The Park Nick Sharratt
Pup tells everyone at the park that he saw a shark in
the pond.
The 'Black Queen' is what Billy calls his shadowy nextdoor neighbour. She always wears a black cloak and a
wide-brimmed black hat. She lurks about her garden,
alone except for her black cat. Scarily for Billy, the
Black Queen befriends him and asks him to look after
her cat while she's away. Billy can't resist the
opportunity to peek inside her house. There are
chessboards scattered everywhere. Who is the Black
Queen and what sort of game is she playing? Billy
thinks he knows...
A humorous retelling of the classic tale of The three
Little Pigs. On lift-the-flap pages with pop-up.
Suggested level: junior, primary.
Timothy Pope is looking out into the night with his
telescope. Is that really a shark he can see? Turn the
page and find out . . . Children will delight in peeping
through the die-cut holes and guessing what Tim has
spotted.
The Three Little Pigs
A Book about Emotions
Split Ends
Dinosaurs' Day Out

Imagine you could go anywhere, with
anyone and do anything! Where would you
live? Where would you sleep? Who would
be your friends? Go on - you choose!
With the help of Nick Sharratt's
illustrations, this book looks at a
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whole range of scenarios where choosing
is made fun.
Explore Rocks and Minerals! offers kids
ages 6–9 a fascinating introduction to
geology. It investigates the geological
forces that create and transform rocks,
outlining the life cycle of igneous,
sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks, and
what they can tell us about the earth.
It also explores fossils, and how they
come to exist and are discovered.
Explore Rocks and Minerals! includes 20
hands-on activities to bring learning
to life. Kids create their own
crystals, sculpt edible models of the
planet, and bake volcanic meringue
cookies. These easy-to- follow
activities require minimal adult
supervision and use common household
products. By combining an interactive
component with jokes, fun facts, and
cartoons, Explore Rocks and Minerals!
provides a fun, accessible introduction
to geology.
"Look at those feet! Aren’t they
sweet?” Yes—when they’re walking,
standing, leaping and landing. And when
they’re kicking balls or leaves. But
not when they’re kicking people! In
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simple words and charming full-color
illustrations, this book helps little
ones learn to use their feet for fun,
not in anger or frustration. It also
includes tips for parents and
caregivers on how to help toddlers be
sweet with their feet.
"Simple yet wonderful" Waterstones
Books Quarterly A BRILLIANT BOARD BOOK
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR-ILLUSTRATOR,
NICK SHARRATT. Lift the flaps to reveal
your favourite elephant! Will it be the
Fruit Jellyphant, Cinderellaphant, or
maybe the stinky Rude Smelliphant?
There's an elephantfor everyonein this
utterlyoriginal comic masterpiece. Now
in a handy board book editionthat's
perfectfor young children. Collect them
all: Moo-Cow Kung-Fu Cow, Octopus
Socktopusand Elephant Wellyphant.
Fancy Dress Jungle
Oh No, Shark in the Snow!
My Mum and Dad Make Me Laugh
The Shark in the Dark
Timothy Pope, Timothy Pope looks again
through his telescope. As snowflakes fall
without a sound, he looks left, he looks
right, he looks all around. Wait, is that a
SHARK? Turn the page to find out, if you dare
. . . With its funny rhyming text, die-cut
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holes to peep through and a visit from Santa,
this is a an irresistible adventure full of
all the magic of Christmas.
LAUGH YOUR SOCKS OFF! Stripy sharks and
woolly crocs, Purple dogs with polka dots!
What can YOU see made from SOCKS? Kids (and
grown ups!) will love this socktastic
celebration of the nation's favourite
footwear. Look out for sockerels, sockodiles
and Goldisocks, and prepare to see your socks
in a whole new light!
A bored boy's world is suddenly populated by
three house-building pigs, a girl wearing a
red hood, and other familiar nursery
characters.
Bright artwork and simple text capture babies
in all of their moods.
Explore Rocks and Minerals!
Pants
Elephant Wellyphant
Grace's Secrets
In this choose-your-own adventure novelty book, each
double spread has six different cutouts to choose
from, so that children can create their own story over
and over again.
All the jungle animals love wearing fancy dress - but
who's hiding under each disguise? Children will love
lifting the sturdy, die-cut pages to find out. Tiger has
come as a cowgirl, Lion is a pop star, and Parrot's
dressed as a pineapple! A brilliantly colourful followup to the popular FANCY DRESS FARMYARD and
FANCY DRESS CHRISTMAS.
Don't poke your finger in the jelly, Nelly-you might
upset a jellyphant! Don't poke your finger in the jelly,
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Nelly-SNAP! Look out for the hungry alligrater! With
real die-cut holes for curious fingers to explore, no
child will be able to hold back a squeal of excitement
as they discover exactly what their fingers have
dipped into!
This novelty book features a drawing of a head with a
distinctive hairstyle on each page. Each page is
divided into three, allowing children to flip each third
and create 2,666 wild and wacky combinations -gelled hair on the left, dreadlocks on the right, and
beaded bangs in the middle
The Cat and the King
Black Queen
Ouch! I Need a Plaster!
Jamboree: Shark in the Park Little Book
Have you ever bashed your nose? Scraped your
knee? Stubbed your toe? Then this story is
just for you! Come and meet Paul, Greg and
Jacinta who all know how to say, 'Ouch! I
Need a Plaster!' Sure to make everything
better, 'Ouch!' is a fun counting book for
all tree-climbers, adventurers and budding
doctors everywhere. Now available as a
stunning gift edition board book.
Pull the tabs and lift the flaps - who will
be your favourite octopus? Will it be the
Cuckoo Clocktopus, the Scary Shocktopus or
maybe even the Party Frocktopus? There's an
octopus for everyone in this fantastically
colourful sequel to the hugely popular
ELEPHANT WELLYPHANT, shortlisted for the
Roald Dahl Funny Prize. "Simple yet
wonderful" WATERSTONE'S BOOKS QUARTERLY
Down at the bottom of the deep, dark sea,
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something big, mean and terribly greedy is
stirring. . . It's the shark in the dark! The
poor fish in the sea live in fear of the
nasty shark. They don't want to be his
dinner! Just as the shark is closing in, the
fish meet a clever squid, who hatches a plan
to teach the shark a lesson once and for all.
It involves a shadowy head, a shadowy tail,
and a huge amount of teamwork! Can the
flustered fish pull it off? The Shark in the
Dark is a tremendously funny book written by
Peter Bently and illustrated by Ben Cort with a biting twist!
Caveman Dave is very brave, but his sister,
Ava, is even braver.
Feet Are Not for Kicking
What's in the Witch's Kitchen?
Shark in the Park
Crazy Mayonnaisy Mum
A great reissuing of a perennially popular split-page book inviting
children to howl with laughter at the fantastic and fantastical
food concoctions they create. Do you like ketchup on your
cornflakes? Tying in with Nick Sharratt's position as official
illustrator for World Book Day 2006, this larger format edition,
with its best cover yet, will ensure KETCHUP's continuing
longevity.
Look at pictures to figure out which people are showinghappiness,
anger, and other emotions.Additional features to aid
comprehension include detailed photographs, a visual answer key,
a phonetic glossary, sources forfurther research, an index, and an
introduction to the author.
A board book version of this bestselling picture book all about
counting from one to ten. This wonderful and unique look at
counting and friendship is from the viewpoint of Sue and Nick,
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who like very different things but are still best friends. They
introduce us to their favourite things from one boy called Nick and
one girl called Sue to ten cakes for tea, and then count all the way
back down to one yellow moon shining in the night sky. The
artwork is stunning with each artist contributing alternate pages in
their own inimitable style. The deceptively simple text is perfect for
children learning to read.
Crazy Mayonnaisy Mum is packed with all sorts of poems and
rhymes including a sequence of number rhymes, action rhymes,
noisy rhymes and more thoughtful pieces too. If tigerlilies and
dandelions growled, And cowslips mooed, and dogroses howled,
And snapdragons roared and catmint miaowed, My garden would
be extremely loud. Crazy Mayonnaisy Mum is a fantastic collection
of funny, silly and entertaining poems for the very young from
acknowledged master of rhyme and author of The Gruffalo, Julia
Donaldson.
Vikings in the Supermarket
Ketchup on Your Cornflakes?
You Choose!
Eat Your Peas

One day Pirate Pete was sailing the ocean,
looking for adventure. Who do you think he
met? And what do you think he found? As
the tale unfolds, you can choose from over
30 cut-outs to decide what happens next.
Just slot the one you want into the picture
and create your own story.
Who's lurking in the foggy forest? This title
lets children to look through the trees and
guess the shapes to find out whether it's a
fairy queen on a trampoline, three brown
bears on picnic chairs, or an ogre doing
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yoga.
This book will have you singing, dancing
and waving your knickers in the air! PANTS
is a picture book with a brilliant rhyming
text by Giles Andreae and lots of hilarious
pictures by Nick Sharratt. As we go through
the book we meet lots of different animals,
people and sometimes objects each wearing
a different kind of pants - every shape,
pattern, colour, size and style that you can
think of - and lots more besides! This is a
book children will ask for again and again.
PANTS - which ones are your favourite?
My mum likes spots and my dad loves
stripes. And me? See if you can guess what I
like!
Socks
Rattletrap Car
Pirate Pete
The Frilled Shark
Give your young children the best start to
learning English with Jamboree Storytime's
interactive, play-based approach! One of ten
beautifully illustrated Readers in the Jamboree
Storytime series - the storybooks provide
engaging and lively stories in authentic English
with strong visual support. Jamboree Storytime
is an exciting new series designed to introduce
the English language to children aged 3-5. It
nurtures and extends their developing
awareness of stories and integrates this with
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language learning, through songs, rhymes,
puppets and play-based activities. The series has
been specifically developed to encourage a love
of stories and reading in young children, and to
begin to introduce the English language in an
accessible and enjoyable way.
Here comes trouble! A super-dooper picture book
featuring the one and only Daisy! Daisy does
NOT like peas. And there is NOTHING that will
get her to eat them. Mum says she can have an
extra pudding, a chocolate factory or a space
rocket with double retro laser blammers - but it
just won't work! Can quick-thinking Daisy save
her tea time and come up with a cunning plan to
turn the tables on Mum? This is a wickedly funny
book about dinner time which will appeal to
fussy eating children and their despairing
parents!
Named for its gills that look like a frilly collar,
the frilled shark is unlike any other. Having
changed little since prehistoric times, this eellike shark resembles a mythical sea serpent.
Sightings are rare, as the frilled shark prefers
the dark waters of the deep sea. Readers will
explore what is known of the fascinating species,
and what is yet to be discovered.
When a bitter betrayal and small town gossip
propel Grace and her mother from coastal
Australia to a new beginning at a picturesque
Victorian-era lifestyle village in the borderlands
of England and Scotland, twelve-year-old Grace
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is convinced she's left her battle wounds behind.
But unfinished business has a way of following
you, even across the seas, just as though you'd
tucked it neatly in your suitcases along with your
crystal collection and favourite books.
Fix-It Duck
Octopus Socktopus
Once Upon a Time
The Foggy, Foggy Forest
Nick Sharratt's fabulously funny d_but
novel, THE CAT AND THE KING, tells the
story of a gentle, unworldly King and his
very clever cat, and is illustrated
throughout in two colours with Nick's
irresistible wit and humour. The cat and
the King must find a new home after their
castle burns down in an Unfortunate
Incident with a dragon. They choose Number
37 Castle Close, and the cat introduces
the King to all sorts of new experiences,
from washing-up to shopping. Then danger
looms when the pesky, fire-breathing
dragon makes its return.
Various disasters threaten to stop Poppa
and the children from getting to the lake
in their rattletrap car, but they manage
to come up with an ingenious solution to
each problem.
In the rollicking sequel to Duck in the
Truck, Duck's attempts to deal with
various minor disasters only lead to more
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problems.
A sturdy board book edition of this
bestselling story - perfect for the
youngest readers to sink their teeth into!
Timothy Pope, Timothy Pope, what can you
see through your telescope? Is there
really a shark in the park? Go on, be
brave, open the book and see! Timothy Pope
has a brand new telescope and he's testing
it out in the park. Peep through the diecut holes in this book to see if you can
spy a shark. Is that really a shark? Turn
the page and find out . . . A delightful,
entertaining story - with its rhyming
story and ingenious die-cut pages, this is
a book children will want to read again
and again.
One to Ten and Back Again
Who Is Happy?
Wonderful Babies
Shark in the Park on a Windy Day!
"In the best pantomime spirit, readers long to tell Handa
what's happening just behind her." - The Guardian (U.K.)
Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take to her
friend, Akeyo. Which fruit will Akeyo like best, she wonders the yellow banana, the sweet guava, the juicy orange, the
ripe mango, the spiky pineapple, the creamy avocado, or the
tangy passion fruit? As Handa makes the long walk to the
next village, carrying the basket on her head, a monkey,
ostrich, zebra, elephant, giraffe, antelope, and parrot steal her
fruits, one by one. But little do they know that Handa has an
even bigger surprise in store! Ideal for reading aloud, Handa's
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Surprise is now available as a Big Book suited for sharing
with groups of young children.
Just when you thought it was safe to go back in the park . . .
Timothy Pope is blown this way and that way in the windy
park -- but among the whistling wind and blustering brollies
could that be a shark he spies through his telescope. Peep
through the die-cut hole in the pages of the book to find out. A
third book in the bestselling Shark in the Park series -- it's fintastic fun!
25 Great Projects, Activities, Experiements
Don't Put Your Finger in the Jelly, Nelly!
Caveman Dave
Shark in the Dark
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